It is ten years since the Old Hatfield charrette. Some things have changed, but our commitment to deliver the regeneration of Salisbury Square has not.

Many of the proposals from the 2008 charrette are now complete: Hatfield Station, Arm and Sword Lane, Dunhams Mews, Church Lane and George’s Gate have all been improved significantly. Additionally, York House has been renovated, and will be occupied by its first tenants soon.

It is, however, a source of disappointment for Gascoyne that the redevelopment of Salisbury Square is yet to begin. Changing circumstances and rising costs have forced us to reassess the scheme. It is for this reason that we are returning the issue to the community of Old Hatfield, to seek fresh consensus on the path forward.

It is our intention to consider a simplified scheme, which stays true to the spirit of the original charrette. Subject to a consensus forming, we will rapidly pursue planning permission and commence work as soon as possible.

We would appreciate your views on the proposals. Please join us to have your say.

8th July 2019
14:00 - 20:00

Second Floor
York House
Salisbury Square
You will find us on the second floor of York House, pictured and highlighted below. You can easily access the square from either the Salisbury Square car park, or Park Street.